
Last April, while you were sleeping, your government sold your
democracy to big business. In a secret meeting in Banff,
Campbell signed a document innocuously called the ‘Trade,
Investment, and Labour Mobility Agreement’ (TILMA). This
agreement gives big corporate interests the right to sue your
local government, even after the fact, if they make any decision
that is seen to conflict with any individual or corporate interest
in trade, investment or labour’s right to move. 

It is signed and sealed and comes into effect in April next
year, even if there was an uprising against this far-reaching and
undemocratic deal and it were immediately abandoned it
would still take twelve months to get out of it.

This deal was completed totally under radar. There was zero
coverage in the Vancouver Sun or The Province. Macleans
magazine published an article that talked about the lack of
resistance from local labour groups. So well-buried is it that
discussion in the alternate press and on internet listservs is just
now beginning to heat up. 

There has been no public debate in the legislature or
anywhere else—and none is planned. Of course the legislature
was not opened this session because Mr Campbell said he had
nothing to talk about.  Well he certainly had nothing he wanted
to talk about.  

Although this deal sets ‘transition periods’ and ‘not-on-lists,’
Article 22 talks about further cooperation to remove barriers
both federally and internationally. Be assured things such as
health care, social services, water, and energy will be targeted.
The transition period is a ‘come on.’  It is like saying, ‘Buy this
car. It’s zero financing’ when really that percentage only applies
to the first year—the dealer will get his money.  

So with this deal in effect, there is little point having a
‘conversation about health care,’ or anything else for that
matter, without having the Alberta government at the table.
The agreement gives Alberta a veto on any decisions made and
industry has the right to take their complaints to an
‘independent panel’ (read ‘not elected or representative of the
people of the provinces’), empowered to issue binding rulings
and award compensation.  This panel of three is composed
from a list provided by the parties (read ‘business’). 

So, if your local government were to decide to provide free
day care to help local business attract employees it could, as of

April 1, 2007, be seen as an unfair subsidy by an Albertan
industry. A complaint could be filed, one presumes against that
local government, and compensation up to $5 million awarded
by an appointed panel.  How do you spell ‘slap suit’?  

Squamish Regional District was asked for zoning changes to
allow a battery of power projects from BC and Albertan
independent power producers. The District assessed these
applications and found them not in the interests of the District.
The provincial government, who at the time was secretly
negotiating the TILMA deal, asked them to review (read
‘change’) their decision. Recently, in another extensive series of
hearings, the District made the mistake of coming to the same
decision as it had the first time. The Campbell government had
by that time signed the secret trade deal and simply did what
Article 3 (no obstacles) required. In his role as a democratically
elected dictator, Campbell removed zoning authority in matters
of energy from that local government knowing that the
Regional District’s decision was an obstacle that restricted
investment.  Energy was supposedly not on the table. I can hear
the proponent of the Duke Point power plant giggling from a
thousand miles away. Under this deal we would have Pristine
Power’s power plant with out a whimper.  

Article 4 requires not just equal treatment of goods,
persons, and services, investors and investments from across
the provincial border, but the ‘best treatment ever given under
like circumstances.’  If it is found that some investment practice
or standard is not in either party's best interest the parties are
required to harmonize regulations at the least restrictive
regulation.  Once on-sale, always on-sale (or off-sale).  

If a local government decides, as has Qualicum, that it
wants to restrict franchise operations in order to encourage
local business interests, Article 5, Parts 1 and 3 disallows such
new restrictions and Qualicum must now harmonize to the
least restrictive standard (Article 4).  Democratic representative
local government anyone?

The deal provides lip service to regional differences and
needs by allowing a narrow list of governmental objectives as
legitimate. Conspicuously not included is the character of
neighbourhoods. That eliminates the Islands Trust ‘preserve
and protect’ mandate for land use planning as it is directly
opposed to a corporate right to invest. There is a transition
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period that has been suggested as somehow remedial but
whether you get your caning after dinner or before, it still hurts.
Not allowing rezoning could cost the Islands Trust $5 million
per ‘investor’ application.  Club Med on your favourite
shoreline anyone?

The procurement rules have been changed to allow
competitive bidding to very low levels; anything over $10,000.
This means local governments must, for almost any good or
service they procure, submit for tenders to anyone in Alberta or
BC, or the US for that matter. That local playground
improvement by the school board, will only go to local builders
if they underbid a US or Alberta multinational.

There’s more. The provincial government is required by the
Community Charter to consult with the Union of BC
Municipalities when making changes that have impact in areas
of municipal authority. Not done. Not with school boards,
health, or social services (both heavily affected). Yet Article 9
says that from now on that ‘no measure listed in Part VI is
amended or renewed in a manner that would decrease its
consistency with this Agreement.’  

Under the Transparency Article, the Parties are required to
insure that their measures are made easily accessible. This
means, near as I can tell, that at any board meeting involving

decisions of the Islands Trust, a rep from ‘the parties’ should
probably be present as they are required to ‘notify the other
party, accept comment from the other party, and take such
comment into consideration.’  

So why?  This deal was not required. Economic assessments
have repeatedly shown that there is very little in the way of
trade restriction between the two provinces anyway.  The
negotiations were ongoing on labour mobility. This deal
reaches much further and does not include many of the
protections of NAFTA. 

If one stops to consider how much good NAFTA protections
have done for farmers or lumber, that should end TILMA right
there. All it does is hand corporations a club to use against local
government. As to the question, ‘Why did Campbell do it?’, well
I think that it is in his questionable genes—and the more
curious and unanswered question is, ‘Where is the Opposition?’

John Hill has spent a 35-year career in bush flying and has
come to know, as a result, the rural community of Canada.
He is fascinated with the diverse and unique systems of
cooperative, largely consensus based governance displayed
by these communities and has an insatiable drive to figure out
how to defend them against the onslaught of corporate
governance. 0
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